J AZ Z VIS ION SER IES
A Progressive Series of Jazz Tunes
for Young Jazz Ensembles & Combos
by Wayne Markworth & Bill Burns

A Visual Approach
This Visual Approach to Jazz Style allows young students to simply play the music
as they have always done resulting in great style. The majority of young learners
are VISUAL dominant and will learn jazz best by SEEING how it is actually
played. Listening to experienced players and recordings reinforces what they see on
the music.
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Preface
Articulation Definitions
Jazz Warm-up
Unit One - Latin and Rock
Lesson 1 - Just a Breeze - Bossa Nova
Lesson 2 - Geology 101 - Jazz/Rock
Lesson 3 - Clear Skies - Rock Ballad
Lesson 4 - Real Smooth - Latin Rock

Unit Two - Swing
Lesson 5 - The Swingin’ Cat - Intro to Swing
Lesson 6 - The Bop Cat - Swing Style
Lesson 7 - The Sneaky Cat - Swing Style
Lesson 8 - Jericho - Swing Style

Jazz Vision Series
Jazz Styles
There are many jazz styles and variations but fundamentally we have:
1. Latin - The music is played exactly as notated.
2. Rock - The music is played exactly as notated.
3. Swing - Swing styled music is the most challenging for young musicians
because you look at one rhythm and play a completely different rhythm.
Music arrangements typically have this symbol above the first measure and
then the entire piece is written in eighth note notation.
For the aural dominant learner this is not a problem, and
they play jazz style by imitating the teacher’s performance or
experienced jazz musicians. For the visual dominant learner,
seeing the swing style notated in triplet notation allows
them to play exactly what they see. Gradually the they become comfortable
with the transition of looking at one rhythm and playing another.

Other Symbols
The same visual approach is taken in this method with other symbols presenting
them notated as they should be performed such as Articulations, Releases and
more.
1. Articulations - Good style is primarily based on the correct idiomatic
performance of articulations.
2. Releases - Releases are often added in pencil as “-1” Here they are written
with a tied 8th note on the beat of release. This visual image encourages
students to sustain full value.
3. Dynamics - Dynamics are notated appropriately for accompaniment versus
melody.
4. No Breath - No breath situations are notated as dashed slurs to give the
student an obvious visual reference.

A Progressive Series
This methods starts where the young students are comfortable - playing rhythms,
articulations and dynamics that they already know. The concept is to get them
familiar with playing in a jazz ensemble and hearing jazz chords.
The music is at a medium-easy level so they will immediately sound good and
develop confidence playing jazz music.
The first tune in each collection starts with basic rhythmic patterns & articulations
and each successive chart adds more skills that are used in the respective tune.
Like any language, students learn through imitation. This sequence allows students
to learn new concepts based on prior learning (reading) without "re-inventing the
wheel.” Thus, various learning modalities are used to reach all students.
Ultimately, students will learn how to play with stylistic maturity and a deeper
connection to the jazz idiom. In addition to stylistic maturity, students will have
opportunities to improvise using a basic progression of scales and appropriate
sample solos. The improvisational component is inclusive, sequential and reflects
the language of jazz.Scope and Sequence
Each selection includes:
1. Preparatory Exercises page with scales, sound study, articulations, etc.
2. The Tune
3. Each improvisation sheet includes patterns, sample solos and write your own.
The Improv sheets are progressive utilizing a new concept for each Collection.
4. Play along Audio files for the Exercises, Tune and Improv sheet.
5. Flexible Instrumentation - standard small big band instrumentation
(A T B, 2 Trpts., 2 Trbs. & Rhythm Section) with added parts to substitute
and/or augment including Flute, Clarinet, F Horn, TC Baritone, Tuba, Vibes,
Alto 2 (substitute for Tenor) and Tenor 2 (substitute for Bari)
Swing Style is introduced in Collection 2 using triplet notation patterns in a
progressive manner. Appropriate articulations are incorporated to ensure good
swing style. This approach is a little “messy” looking with many markings,
taking longer to sight read. However, it is a proven approach for young students
to easily learn the swing style.

Jazz Vision Series
Collection One - Latin & Rock
Improvisation Approach - Major pentatonic and melodic embellishment
1 - Just a Breeze
Bossa Nova
2 - Geology 101
Jazz/Rock
3 - Clear Skies
Rock Ballad
4 - Real Smooth
Latin Rock

Collection Two - Swing
Improvisation Approach - Modal
1 - The Swingin’ Cat
Introduction to swing exercises & medium swing tune
2 - The Bop Cat
Medium fast swing
3 - The Sneaky Cat
Medium swing
4 - Jericho
Traditional tune in an up-tempo swing arrangement

